


Task

• JPL	is	flying	Europa	Multiple	Flyby	Mission	(Europa	
Clipper)	– Launches	mid	2020s
• Interested	in	what	could	be	done	with	a	3U	CubeSat	
deployed	from	the	clipper
• Resulted	in	DARCSIDE		
• Deployable	Atmospheric	Reconnaissance	CubeSat	with	
Sputtering	Ion	Detector	at	Europa	



Europa	Atmosphere

• Decided	to	study	Europa’s	atmosphere
• Two	Experiments
• Drag	measurement	– Heritage	to	Mars	aerobraking
• High	energy	particle	detector	– Heritage	to	Voyager	particle	
detectors

•Want	to	improve	understanding	of	icy	satellites	(moons)
• Implications	for	understanding	Europa’s	surface



Formation	of	Europa’s	Atmosphere

McGrath	et	al.	(2009)



Planetary	Protection

• Planetary	Protection	Category	III	Mission
• Can	never	touch	the	surface	of	Europa
• Has	significant	implications	for	mission	termination	sequence



Mission	Design



Orbital	Trajectory
• Release	shortly	before	apogee
• Cruise	175.66h	(7	days)
• Burn	right	before	Europa	increases	
drag	&	sets	up	bi-elliptic	transfer
• Targeting	a	pass	over	Europa	at	1km	
– 10km
•Mission	Termination	generates	an	
inclined	orbit	with	a	lower	perijove
then	Europa.

Maneuver ΔV	(m/s)

First	Burn 3.1

Optional	burn	 to	increase	drag 200

Mission	Termination 100

ADACS	&	TCM 30
Total 333.1



Particle	Detector

• Voyager	
Heritage
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D1-D4 are silicon strip detectors.  Each 
pair, (D1,D2) and (D3,D4), will provide a 
set of x-y coordinates for the Θ 
correction.  ΔE (dE) is measured in each 
layer.  dx is the layer thickness 
corrected for the angle.  The total 
Energy deposited is the sum of all the 
ΔE’s. The particle stops before the 
exiting the last layer.

dE/dx ~ Z2/v2

E ~ 1/2 m v2 
(dE/dx)(E) ~ 1/2 Z2 m 



MEMS	Nano-G	Accelerometer

• Under	development	by	AFRL
• Detection	limit	of	10	nano-g	
(9.8 ∗ 10()𝑚/𝑠)

• Capable	of	measuring	
predicted	drag	on	DARCSIDE

Sutton et al. 2 24th Annual AIAA/USU 
  Conference on Small Satellites 

15%. When forecasting three days into the future 
during even moderate geomagnetic conditions, typical 
errors are 65% at 400 km. The present clear consensus 
is that empirical models have reached the limit of 
possible improvement and physics-based models are 
lacking key data inputs to produce better results.  

One of the main directives of the AFRL Orbital Drag 
Environment program is to provide physics based 
assimilative models for satellite drag and sufficient data 
in for these models to ingest. There is a critical need for 
comprehensive satellite drag measurements to address 
the current satellite drag forecast shortfall and to drive 
current and next-generation operational models. The 
objective is a capability to fly a constellation of capable 
instruments to:  

a. Address missing physics in satellite drag 
models, and  

b. Permit current empirical and forthcoming 
physics-based assimilative models to meet 
their potential.  

MEMS NANO-G ACCELEROMETER 
The Atmospheric Drag Environment Sensor is a MEMS 
accelerometer built on the principles of capacitive 
position sensing and electrostatic actuation of a test 
mass. An initial design concept can be seen in Figure 1. 
For reasons related to instrument calibration, discussed 
in the next subsection, it is necessary to rotate the test 
mass. To accomplish this, the instrument requires a 
motor, an optical link, and power coils to rotate, 
download data from, and power the rotating platform, 
respectively.  

 

Figure 1: ADES design concept 

On-Orbit Instrument Calibration 
Nearly all satellite drag accelerometers require careful 
calibration in order to mitigate the slow (on the order of 
a day) instrument drift. The calibration is usually 
applied to the raw accelerations using the following 
formula:  

Acorrected = Scale*Araw + Bias 

with the variation in the Bias term usually dominating 
the total calibration. For satellites in eccentric orbits, 
these factors can be estimated by using the 
accelerations measured near apogee as a baseline. For 
satellites in near-circular orbits such and CHAMP and 
GRACE, precision orbit determination is usually 
employed to compare the accelerometer-measured 
acceleration with the GPS-observed accelerations over 
the span of a day. Calibration of ADES will also be 
required. In fact, due to the sensitive nature of MEMS 
devices, recalibration is expected to be required much 
more frequently, possibly on the order of 10 minutes. 
To mitigate this potential error source, the test mass 
will be rotated at a nominal rate of 1 Hz through the 
ram and cross-track directions. Comparing the in-track 
with the anti-in-track measurement will allow us to 
compute the bias factor. The scale factor will be 
estimated as needed by temporarily increasing the 
rotation rate to around 1.2 Hz and comparing with data 
taken at the nominal 1 Hz rotation rate. Utilizing the 
rotation of the test mass, the single axis accelerometer 
is transformed to a dual axis accelerometer in which 
both axes are automatically cross-calibrated. With all 
conventional accelerometers, errors introduced by the 
the cross-calibration of individual axes has made it 
nearly impossible to deduce cross-track winds from 
accelerometer measurements. 

Targeted Performance and Physical Characteristics 
This device is designed to operate within the size, 
weight, power and mission constraints of a 3U CubeSat. 
Table 1 shows the size, mass, power and performance 
characteristics of ADES compared to the STAR 
Accelerometer. 

Table 1: Performance and physical characteristics 
comparison between the ADES (design targets) and 

STAR accelerometers 
 ADES STAR 

Accuracy 10 nano-g 1 nano-g 

Precision 10 nano-g 0.3 nano-g 

Size <10x10x10 cm 22.6x19.6x18.2 cm 

Mass 0.5 kg 11.4 kg 

Power 1 W 9.5 W 
Eric	K.	Sutton,	Chin	 S.	Lin,	Frank	A.	Marcos,	David	Voss.	 2010.	“A	CubeSat	Constellation	 to	Investigate	the	Atmospheric	Drag	Environment,”	Proceedings	
of	the	AIAA/USU	Conference	on	Small	Satellites,	Mission	 Payloads,	 7.	http://digitalcommons.usu.edu/smallsat/year/all2010/7/





Europa	Atmosphere	models

• Used	published	models	to	initialize	Europa’s	neutral	atom	torus
• Assumed	atmospheric	models	based	on	two	particle	
populations:
• Bound	(but	exponentially	decreasing	w/altitude)
• Escaping

• Computed	family	of	atmospheric	density	profiles	with	range	of	
surface	gas	densities



Atmosphere	Density



Drag	Estimates



DARCSIDE	Spacecraft	Bus



DARCSIDE	Avionics




